Enticed by device

‘

With all of the technological options, students had a variety
of devices to binge watch on. Binge-watchers discuss which
device they preferred to use to fulfill their episode-viewing
needs. sidebar by Whitley Petonke; layout by Jessica Schell; photo

My mom and I watch ‘Gilmore Girls’ together on our living
room TV. When we’re watching it, we join forces to keep my
dad from taking over the TV. He calls it the ‘Vortex of Netflix’
because we all get sucked in.” —freshman Delaney Pierce

by Max Mueller

‘

the most

I like how different ‘Stranger
Things’ is compared to other shows; it
isn’t as modern and you can’t predict
everything that is going to happen.
It keeps you on the edge of your
There are eight or nine seasons of
seat and every episode something
‘The Office’ and I’ve actually already
new happens.” —sophomore Kelsey
finished the show, but I like to go back
Williams
and re-watch some episodes. It is very
funny, and I like how it is documentary
style; it seems like everything is
actually happening in real life but it
is really staged.” —freshman John
Church

‘

bingeworthy
‘
There are 13 seasons, and I’m on
season 12 of ‘Grey’s Anatomy’. When
I was younger my mom would watch
the show, but I would get grossed out,
My mom started watching ‘The
Once I started watching it, I thought all Walking Dead’ when I was a little
of the surgeries were interesting.”
kid, but it scared me at first. As I
—sophomore Mia Triano
started watching it more, I liked
the zombies and all of the action
in the show.” —freshman Blake
Katzenberger

‘

‘

When my dad
and I watch ‘Friday
Night Lights,’ we
usually watch three
episodes each time.
Watching a show
gives us a chance
to break away
from everything
and spend time
together.” —senior
Cheyenne Wooten

‘

I bingewatch anywhere and everywhere on my phone. When
I’m on break at work, I make sure I take my earbuds so I can
watch ‘Criminal Minds’ and ‘Shameless.’ My break is 30 minutes,
and I’ll watch two-thirds of the show, so I’ll understand what’s
going on, and finish watching it when I get home. When I have
long car rides and I’m not driving, of course, I watch whatever
show I’m in the middle of.” —senior Zofia Zavala

‘

I don’t binge watch often, but when I do it’s on my TV because
it’s more convenient, comfortable, and on a big screen. This
makes it a better watching experience.” — freshman Claire
Rushay

Engrossed in their devices, freshman Jenna Bodnar, senior
AnnaLynn Blackwell, sophomores Elizabeth Lay and Anthony
Garcia and junior Jacob King take advantage of Eagle Hour in
the LMC to catch up on work and videos. “My SurfaceNote is my
go-to for binge watching because it has a bigger screen than my
phone,” junior Colton Hammond said. “It’s portable, so I can move
it anywhere and not be restricted like my TV. I finished ‘Lost’ and
‘Parks and Rec,’ so I’m moving on to ‘The Office.’”

‘

I binge watch on my TV and phone. I would use my computer
but a lot of sites like Netflix are blocked. I like my phone because
it’s accessible and I can watch it on the road.” —freshman
Gabrielle Burns

23% at night
21% over the summer
6% during school

Students discuss the different times that they
binge watched. sidebar by Whitley Petonke

22% after school
28% over the weekend

‘

If the shows are longer I will watch maybe two episodes,
but if there is a cliffhanger, I will keep watching. If the
episodes are shorter, then I will probably watch about
four. But in the summer I will stay up till 4 a.m. just
watching Netflix.” —freshman Siara Schweiger
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‘

episode

Just one more

I usually have a lot of homework to do, and after school
is when I am able to spend time with my family. But
during the summer I will continuously watch Netflix day
to night if I can.” —sophomore Santana Cervantes

‘

I have a lot of responsibilities during the school year.
I am highly involved in the theater and have a part time
job, so I don’t have a lot of time to watch my shows
or do much of anything. If I have any free time, even
if I’m doing homework, I always have Netflix in the
background.” —senior Scott Green

Stranger
Things

The Office

Once Upon a
Time

Grey’s
Anatomy

The Walking
Dead

The Vampire
Diaries

Students describe what foods they craved while binge watching their shows. sidebar by Eve Pearson
I typically snack on tortilla chips and cereal
while I binge watch, and I prefer salty to
sweet. I think snacks improve the experience
because you don’t feel empty or unsatisfied,
you feel comfortable and nice and warm
while watching your show.” —senior Delaney
Weaver

‘‘

Law and
Order

Parks and Rec

Friday Night
Lights

Through an online survey students shared their top 10 favorite shows to binge watch. sidebar by Whitley Petonke; photo illustration by Amanda Bonnot

Good food;
good mood

‘‘

Gossip Girl

‘‘

I don’t usually snack while binge watching, but if I
did, I would choose chips cookies or candy. I prefer
these because these would be my ‘unhealthy’ snack of
choice at anytime. I prefer sweet foods over salty while
binge watching. They don’t really help you or your habits
because you are just subconsciously eating.” — senior
Ekaolise Jose

I like sweet snacks because they give me a sugar rush; it
gets me binge watching longer. I like Monsters, soda
or tea. I prefer to watch on my television or phone; my
phone is portable, and I can take it with me wherever I go.
With my TV I can sit on my couch at home for as long
as I want. I watch ‘Pretty Little Liars,’ ‘Vampire Diaries,’
‘American Horror Story,’ things in the drama genre.
I binge watch most in the weekends and summer time
because there’s lots of time and it keeps me entertained.”
—freshman Autumn Davis

‘‘

I binge watch on my iPad mini because I
don’t have Netflix hooked up to the TV in
my room. I lay on my bed with my snacks and
my drinks and watch my shows. My favorites
are Hot Cheetos and Goldfish; sometimes
I’m in the mood for salty and sometimes
spicy. When I’m in the mood for something
sweet, I go for chocolate covered pretzels. I
keep Hot Cheetos in my room so I have easy
access.” —junior Brooke Grubbe

Buzzer beater

On September 20, students rushed to the gaming stores to purchase the new
NBA 2k17. With only the game in mind, players spent many hours hands on
in front of the TV. sidebar by Whitley Petonke; photo illustration by Amanda Bonnot

‘

For NBA 2k17 there are three different versions each
with a different price. I bought the $80 one, which
has Kobe Bryant on the cover and is the
legend edition. When I first got the game I
played it for about two hours every day.”
—sophomore Rhema Prim

‘

If you play with certain teams on
NBA 2k17, the stats are all updated so
the overall way the players shoot and
rebound is up to date. I play as much
as I can, which is about an hour a day.”
—sophomore Brandon Homan
I have my friends over and we play
NBA 2k17. I play it usually every day and
for about 30 minutes at a time, the most I’ve
played it is 14 hours.” —junior Tyler Bodnar

‘
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